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Abstract. The objective of the present paper is to investigate the large
amplitude vibratory behaviour of unsymmetrically laminated plates. For this
purpose, an efficient and accurate four-node shear flexible rectangular material
finite element (MFE) with six degrees of freedom per node (three displacements
(u; v;w) along the x, y and z axes, two rotations (�x and �y) about y and x axes
and twist (�xy)) is developed. The element assumes bi-cubic polynomial distri-
bution with sixteen generalized undetermined coefficients for the transverse
displacement. The fields for section rotations �x and �y, and in-plane displace-
ments u and v are derived using moment-shear equilibrium and in-plane equili-
brium equations of composite strips along the x- and y-axes. The displacement
field so derived not only depends on the element coordinates but is a function
of extensional, bending-extensional coupling, bending and transverse shear
stiffness as well. The element stiffness and mass matrices are computed
numerically by employing 3� 3 Gauss±Legendre product rules. The element is
found to be free of shear locking and does not exhibit any spurious modes. In
order to compute the nonlinear frequencies, linear mode shape corresponding to
the fundamental frequency is assumed as the spatial distribution and nonlinear
finite element equations are reduced to a single nonlinear second-order
differential equation. This equation is solved by employing the direct numerical
integration method. A series of numerical examples are solved to demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed element.

Keywords. Nonlinear oscillations; unsymmetrically laminated plates; finite
element method; direct numerical integration method.

1. Introduction

Fibre-reinforced composites, due to their high specific strength and stiffness and their
anisotropic properties, which can be tailored depending on the design requirement, are fast
replacing the traditional metallic structures in the weight-sensitive aerospace and aircraft
industries. These structures invariably experience severe dynamic environments during
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their service; thus the excited motions are likely to have large amplitudes. The large
amplitude analysis of composite structures is far more complex due to (i) anisotropy,
(ii) material couplings, and (iii) more pronounced transverse shear flexibility effects
compared to their isotropic counterparts. These structures with complex boundary condi-
tions, loadings and shapes are not easily amenable to analytical solutions and hence one has
to resort to numerical methods such as finite elements (Zienkiewicz 1977; Bathe 1990). A
considerable amount of effort has gone into the development of simple plate bending
elements based on the Yang, Norris and Stavsky theory (Yang et al 1966) which is a
consistent extension of Mindlin's theory for homogeneous isotropic plates. The advantages
of this approach are (i) it accounts for transverse shear deformation, (ii) it requires only C0

continuity of the field variables, and (iii) it is possible to develop finite elements based on
six engineering degrees of freedom viz. three translations and three rotations (see Ahmed
et al 1970). However, the low-order elements, i.e. the 3-node triangular, 4-node and 8-node
quadrilateral elements, locked and exhibited violent stress oscillations. Many techniques
have been tried to overcome this, with varying degrees of success. The most prevalent
technique to avoid shear locking for such elements is a reduced or selective integration
scheme (Pawsey & Clough 1971; Zienkiewicz et al 1971; Hughes et al 1977; Pugh et al
1978). The other notable successes are hybrid and mixed methods (Noor & Anderson 1977;
Lee & Pian 1978; Spilker & Munir 1980), modified shear strain methods (Hughes &
Tezduyar 1981; Crisfield 1984) and field consistency (Prathap 1984, 1985; Somashekar
et al 1987) approach. In all these studies (Pawsey & Clough 1971; Zienkiewicz et al 1971;
Hughes et al 1977; Noor & Anderson 1977; Lee & Pian 1978; Pugh et al 1978; Spilker &
Munir 1980; Hughes & Tezduyar 1981; Crisfield 1984), shear stresses at nodes are
inaccurate and need to be sampled at certain optimal points derived from considerations
based on the employed integration order (Hinton & Campbell 1974). The use of the same
interpolation functions for transverse displacement and section rotations in these elements
results in a mismatch of the order of polynomial for the transverse shear strain field. This
mismatch in the order of polynomials is responsible for shear locking. Techniques like
reduced/selective integration do alleviate this problem of shear locking, but, in certain
cases, zero energy spurious modes get introduced.

Nonlinear or large amplitude vibrations of beams and plates have been investigated
extensively during the last few decades (refer, the comprehensive survey by Sathyamoorthy
1982, 1987 and standard text books, Stoker 1950, Nayfeh & Mook 1979). Nonlinear
vibrations of beams and plates still continue to interest researchers as reliable predictions of
large amplitude motions are of great importance in avoiding catastrophic failures (Huang
1998). As a consequence, new=different techniques are being attempted to study the pheno-
menon (Leung & Chui 1997; Qaisi 1997).

Till date, the finite elements employed for the nonlinear vibration analysis of beams and
plates are based on independent polynomials of same order for all the field variables. This
type of elements with low-order of interpolation for field variables exhibit shear locking in
the case of thin plates if the associated element matrices are integrated exactly. Though
quite a few approaches have been proposed over the years to eliminate the locking
associated problems caused by the independent and same-order polynomial description for
all field variables, a possible alternative displacement field has received little attention. The
authors, in their quest for an alternative displacement field, realised the fact that in a
flexural motion the transverse displacement and section rotations are always coupled even
for homogeneous isotropic plates. In the case of an unsymmetrically laminated plate, the
in-plane and out-of-plane responses are also coupled. As mentioned earlier, the coupling in
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transverse displacement and bending rotation through transverse shear strain has resulted in
shear locking in the lower order C0 elements. The performance of these C0 elements
further deteriorates when in-plane and out-of-plane field variables are also coupled due to
material asymmetry. This made us believe that a properly derived, coupled displacement
field would render an efficient, accurate and lock-free plate bending element. This paper is
a modest attempt towards this endeavour. The displacement field has been derived using
equilibrium equations and is found to be a function of various stiffnesses apart from the
usual element geometry. To distinguish this class of elements from the conventional ones,
the authors felt it appropriate to classify them as Material Finite Elements (MFE). In order
to compute the nonlinear frequencies, linear mode shape corresponding to the fundamental
frequency is assumed as the spatial distribution and nonlinear finite element equations are
reduced to a single nonlinear second-order differential equation. This equation is solved by
employing the direct numerical integration method. A series of numerical examples are
solved to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed MFE element over a wide range of plate
configurations.

2. Governing equations

A rectangular plate composed of perfectly bonded layers of length a, width b and total
thickness t as shown in figure 1 is considered. Each layer is made up of unidirectional
fibres and is assumed to be a homogeneous orthotropic lamina. The orthotropic axes of
symmetry in each lamina of arbitrary thickness and elastic properties are oriented at an
arbitrary angle � with the x-axis of the plate. The components of displacement at a generic
point in the plate are expressed in the form:

U�x; y; z; �� � u�x; y; �� � z�x�x; y; ��;
V�x; y; z; �� � v�x; y; �� � z�y�x; y; ��;
W�x; y; z; �� � w�x; y; ��:

�1�

In (1), u, v and w are displacements of the corresponding point on the middle plane and
�x and �y are rotations of the normal to middle plane about the y and x axes respectively.

Figure 1. Geometry of a laminated plate.
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The nonlinear membrane strains ��xx; �yy; xy�, curvatures ��xx; �yy; �xy� and shear strains
�xz; yz� are related to the displacements and rotations by the following equations.

f�g �
�xx

�yy

xy

8><>:
9>=>; �

u;x� 1
2

w;2x
v;y� 1

2
w;2y

u;y�v;x�w;x w;y

8><>:
9>=>;; �2�

f�g �
�xx

�yy

�xy

8><>:
9>=>; �

�x;x

�y;y

�x;y � �y;x

8><>:
9>=>;; �3�

fg � xz

yz

� �
� w;x��x

w;y��y

� �
: �4�

The membrane stress resultants �Nxx;Nyy;Nxy�, stress couples �Mxx;Myy;Mxy� and
transverse shear forces (Qxz;Qyz) in a composite plate are related to the membrane strains,
curvatures and transverse shear strains by the following constitutive relations.

fNg � �A�f�g � �B�f�g; �5�
fMg � �B�f�g � �D�f�g; �6�
fQg � �S�fg: �7�

In (5)±(7), Aij, Bij and Dij (i; j � 1; 2; 6) are the usual extensional, bending±extensional
coupling and bending stiffness coefficients of the composite laminate; Sij�i; j � 4; 5� are
the transverse shear stiffness coefficients of the laminate and include 5/6 as the shear
correction factors.

The potential energy functional, neglecting in-plane inertia, is given byY
�u; v;w; �x; �y�� 1

2

Z



�f�gT �A�f�g�f�gT �B�f�g�f�gT �B�f�g�f�gT �D�f�g

� fgT �S�fg � Rr
_�2
x � Rr

_�2
y � Rt _w2�d
; �8�

where Rr and Rt are the rotational and translational inertia and 
 is the domain of the plate.
The in-plane inertia is neglected based on the study (Singh & Rao 1998) which indicates
that the influence of axial inertia on the linear and nonlinear flexural frequencies of
symmetrically and unsymmetrically laminated beams is negligibly small.

3. Material finite element formulation (MFE)

The plate region 
 is decomposed into four-node rectangular finite elements having sub-
domain 
e and interconnected at the four corners. Let the Cartesian coordinates of the
nodes be �x1; y1�, �x2; y2�, �x3; y3� and �x4; y4� respectively. Among the five fundamental
unknowns u; v;w; �x and �y, the transverse displacement field w is approximated by the
complete bi-cubic as:

w � c1 � c2x� c3y� c4x2 � c5xy� c6 y2 � c7x3 � c8x2y� c9xy2 � c10y3

� c11x3y� c12x2y2 � c13xy3 � c14x3y2 � c15x2y3 � c16x3y3: �9�
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This field description was employed by Bonger et al (1966) and Singh et al (1993) to
develop high precision C1 continuous elements for homogeneous isotropic thin and
laminated thick plates respectively. These studies indicate that complete bi-cubic approxi-
mation for transverse displacement, w, leads to an accurate and efficient element. However,
the accuracy is at the cost of a larger number of degrees of freedom per node.

3:1 Field for in-plane displacement u and rotation �x

To derive the field for in-plane displacement u and section rotation �x, the equilibrium of a
strip along x-axis is considered. The equilibrium equations of the strip are obtained from
plate equilibrium equations by dropping terms involving derivatives with respect to y.
These simplified equations are:

A11u;xx�A16v;xx�B11�x;xx � B16�y;xx � 0; �10�
A16u;xx�A66v;xx�B16�x;xx � B66�y;xx � 0; �11�
B11u;xx�B16v;xx�D11�x;xx � D16�y;xx ÿ A44�w;x��x� � 0; �12�
B16u;xx�B66v;xx�D16�x;xx � D26�y;xx � 0; �13�
A44�w;xx��x;x� ÿ q � 0: �14�

The response of laminated strip can be determined completely by solving (10), (12) and
(14). The terms involving derivatives of displacement v and rotation �y can be eliminated
from these equations using (11) and (13). An unsymmetrically laminated strip is basically a
two- dimensional problem owing to the various types of material couplings. There are two
possibilities, viz (i) one can solve the above mentioned three equations and later evaluate v
and �y, or (ii) solve all the equations (10)±(14) simultaneously.

Making use of (10)±(14), u;xx and �x can be expressed as follows,

u;xx � ÿ�1�x;xx ÿ �3�y;xx; �15�
�x � ÿw;x��1�x;xx � �3�y;xx; �16�

where,

�1 � B11A66 ÿ A16B16

A11A66 ÿ A2
16

; �3 � B16A66 ÿ A16B66

A11A66 ÿ A2
16

�1 � �D11A66 ÿ B2
16��A11A66 ÿ A2

16� ÿ �B11A66 ÿ B16A16�2
A44A66�A11A66 ÿ A2

16�

�3 � �D16A66ÿ B16B66��A11A66ÿ A2
16� ÿ �B11A66ÿ B16A16��B16A66ÿ B66A16�

A44 A66 �A11 A66 ÿ A2
16�

:

Assuming that transverse shear strains are predominantly constant, we substitute �x �ÿw;x
and �y � ÿw;y on the right hand side of (18) and (19) to obtain:

u;xxx � �1w;xxx��3w;xxy ; �17�
or u � �1w;x��3w;y�c17 � c18x� c19y� c20xy; �18�

�x � ÿw;xÿ�1w;xxxÿ�3w;xxy : �19�
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In (18) C17±C20 are the constants of integration and in the finite element sense they
represent generalised displacement. In the absence of �'s these coefficients allow bilinear
distribution of the field u.

3:2 Field for in-plane displacement v and rotation �y

To derive the field for v and �y, equilibrium of a composite strip along the y direction is
considered. The equilibrium equations for this strip are simplified by dropping the terms
involving derivatives with respect to x from governing equations of a composite plate. Now,
the procedure followed in the derivation of field for u and �x is adopted to arrive at the
following field description for v and �y.

v � �2w;y��4w;x�c21 � c22x� c23y� c24xy; �20�
�y � ÿw;yÿ�2w;yyyÿ�4w;xyy ; �21�

where,

�2 � B22A66 ÿ A26B26

A22A66 ÿ A2
26

; �4 � B26A66 ÿ A26B66

A22A66 ÿ A2
26

;

�2 � �D22A66 ÿ B2
26��A22A66 ÿ A2

26� ÿ �B22A66 ÿ B26A26�2
A55A66�A22A66 ÿ A2

26�
;

�4 � �D26A66ÿB26B66��A22A66ÿA2
26� ÿ �B22A66 ÿ B26A26��B26A66 ÿ B66A26�

A55A66�A22A66 ÿ A2
26�

:

The coefficients C21±C24 in (20) are the constants of integration and in the finite element
sense they represent generalised displacement. In the absence of �'s these coefficients
allow bilinear distribution of the field v.

It is interesting to note that a much desired higher order polynomial approximation for
in-plane displacement field �u; v� in the presence of bending-extension coupling is allowed
by the field derived herein. However, in the case of symmetrically laminated plates, the
coefficients �'s vanishes and the field for u and v reduces to bi-linear polynomial approxi-
mation. The coefficients �'s tend to vanish with the increase in side-to-thickness ratios and
consistently satisfy the true Kirchhoff's constraints �x � ÿw;x and �y � ÿw;y in the thin
regime. Therefore, the element is expected to be free of shear locking.

3:3 Derivation of finite element equations

To solve for the twenty-four unknowns, an additional degree of freedom �xy�� �x;y � �y;x�
at each node is introduced apart from u, v, w, �x and �y. Substitution of displacement field
equations (9) and (18)±(21) into the potential function (8) and minimizing, leads to the
following finite element equations:

kuu kuw

kwu kww

� �
� 0 n1uw

n1wu n1ww

� �
� 0 0

0 n2

� �� �
�u

�w

� �
� 0 0

0 m

� �
��u
��w

� �
� 0

0

� �
;

�22�
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where,

�k� is the linear element stiffness matrix of size 24� 24
�n1� is the nonlinear unsymmetric stiffness matrix of size 24� 24 depending linearly

on �.
�n2� is the nonlinear stiffness matrix of size 24� 24 depending quadratically on �,
�m� is the consistent element mass matrix of size 24� 24,
��� is the eigenvector of size 24� 1.

These elemental equilibrium equations (22) are assembled, using the standard pro-
cedures, to obtain

Kuu Kuw

Kwu Kww

� �
� 0 N1uw

N1wu N1ww

� �
� 0 0

0 N2

� �� �
�u

�w

� �
� 0 0

0 M

� �
��u
��w

� �
� 0

0

� �
:

�23�
To compute the nonlinear frequencies, the linear eigenvalue problem is solved as a first

step. The eigenvector corresponding to the fundamental frequency is assumed as the spatial
distribution and nonlinear finite element equations are reduced to a single nonlinear second-
order ordinary differential equation following the procedure given by Singh et al (1991).
The nonlinear equation so obtained is of the following form,

�A� �A� �A2 � A3 � 0; �24�
where A denotes maximum spatial deflection at any instant of time and �, � and  are
coefficients of linear and nonlinear stiffnesses and are computed as follows,

� � f�gTf�Kww� ÿ �Kwu��Kuu�ÿ1�Kuw�gf�g;
� � f�gTf�N1ww� ÿ �Kwu��Kuu�ÿ1�N1uw� ÿ �N1wu��Kuu�ÿ1�Kuw�gf�g;
 � f�gTf�N2ww� ÿ �N1wu��Kuu�ÿ1�N1uw�gf�g:

The nonlinear sub-matrices required above are computed using linear normalised
eigenvector.

Equation (24) is solved by employing the Direct Numerical Integration Method (Singh
et al 1991) to compute the nonlinear frequencies/periods as follows:

T

2
� �

!
�
Z �=2

0

d� � 1� 2

3

�

�
F1���Amax � 1

2



�
F2���A2

max

� �� �1=2
,

�
Z �=2

0

d� � 1ÿ 2

3

�

�
F1���Bmax � 1

2



�
F2���B2

max

� �� �1=2

;

, �25�

where, F1��� � �1� sin �� sin2 ��=�1� sin �� and F2��� � 1� sin2 �. Amax and Bmax

represent amplitudes of positive and negative deflection half-cycles. In the present analysis
for a particular Amax, Bmax is computed using the principle of energy conservation (for more
details see Singh et al 1991). The integrands in (24) are computed numerically by employ-
ing the 5-point Gauss quadrature formula. For the nonlinear period/frequency, (24) is
derived using the initial conditions: A � Amax and _A � 0 at t � 0.
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4. Numerical results and discussions

To validate the material finite element (MFE) developed in the preceding section, a series
of numerical examples involving effects of material coupling, transverse shear flexibility
and boundary conditions are solved. Linear frequencies of various plate configurations
computed using MFE are compared with those obtained using quadrilateral four-noded
elements (QUAD4) based on the selective integration scheme (Bathe 1990). Particular
emphasis is placed on establishing the effects of anisotropy, shear deformation and edge
restraints on the rate of convergence and accuracy with mesh refinement of the MFE
element. Throughout this section, numerical results are obtained by idealizing the whole
plate. The nonlinear frequencies for various plate configurations are computed using the
direct numerical integration method. The fundamental mode shape corresponding to 8� 8
mesh discretization over the whole plate is used to compute �, � and , (24).

Mechanical properties in the form of moduli ratios and geometric edge constraints
considered in this study are given in tables 1 and 2 respectively.

4:1 Validation of material finite element

4:1a Homogeneous isotropic square plates: Homogeneous isotropic square plates with
all edges simply-supported (SSSS) and clamped (CCCC) are discretized with progressively
refined meshes, i.e. 2� 2, 4� 4, 6� 6; . . . 32� 32 of MFE and QUAD4 elements. The
variation of non-dimensional frequency parameter �!0 corresponding to the fundamental
frequency !0 with mesh refinement for various side to thickness ratios (a=t � 5, 10, 100) is
presented in tables 3 and 4. The results indicate that the rate of convergence of the
frequency parameter of the proposed MFE is far superior compared to the QUAD4 element,
especially so for thin plates. In fact, in the case of thin plates with all edges clamped, the
authors found that even a 32� 32 mesh of QUAD4 elements over the whole plate does not
yield converged frequencies. The slow convergence of QUAD4 elements in the case of thin
plates is an established problem (see Lakshminarayana & Sridhara Murthy 1984), whose
solution in the formal manner has been sought for long. The proposed element, being non-
conforming, is found to converge from the top in the case of SSSS plates and from the
bottom for CCCC plates.

4:1b Four-layer symmetric cross-ply �0�=90��s plates: Comparison of the frequency
parameter convergence characteristics of MFE with QUAD4 elements for square simply-
supported (SSSS) four-layered symmetric cross-ply plates is presented in table 5. As in the
preceding study, the proposed MFE converges much faster, especially when the plates are
thin, than the conventional QUAD4 elements. The study also indicates that the convergence
of MFE in case of thin plates is faster when compared to thick plates, while the reverse is
true for QUAD4 elements.

Table 1. Material properties used in the present study.

Material EL=ET GLT=ET GLZ=ET GTZ=ET vLT

M-I Isotropic 0.3
M-II 25.0 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.25
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Table 3. Comparison of frequency parameter and convergence characteristics of MFE with
QUAD4 elements for square simply-supported isotropic plates.

�!0 � ��!2
0b4�=�Et2�

a=t � 100 a=t � 10 a=t � 5

Mesh size MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4

2� 2 35.8243 64.5259 34.1275 56.8780 29.6728 42.418
4� 4 35.6706 41.0112 33.6378 37.9195 28.3612 31.107
8� 8 35.6608 36.9068 33.4251 34.3782 28.0293 28.657

12� 12 35.6600 36.2046 33.3606 33.7659 27.9531 28.223
16� 16 35.6600 35.9629 33.3600 33.5546 27.9500 28.073
32� 32 35.6600 35.7317 33.3600 33.3522 27.9500 27.928

Table 4. Comparison of frequency parameter and convergence characteristics of MFE with
QUAD4 elements for square clamped-clamped isotropic plates.

�!0 � ��!2
0b4�=�Et2�

a=t � 100 a=t � 10 a=t � 5

Mesh size MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4

2� 2 106.1268 57692.32 87.0956 576.9232 56.4345 144.2307
4� 4 112.9132 169.4962 89.4520 128.9878 57.8923 78.3457
8� 8 117.5508 128.4983 95.2449 103.6643 63.5807 67.5621

12� 12 118.0777 122.6680 96.4621 99.8032 64.2466 65.7950
16� 16 118.1000 120.7274 96.6521 98.5046 64.3200 65.1911
32� 32 118.1000 118.9049 96.7000 97.2743 64.3200 64.6160

Table 5. Comparison of frequency parameter and convergence characteristics of MFE with
QUAD4 elements for four-layer symmetric cross-ply [0�=90�=90�=0�] square plates with all edges
clamped.

�!0 � ��!2
0b4�=�ET t2�

a=t � 100 a=t � 10 a=t � 5

Mesh size MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4

2� 2 232.6449 445.5498 162.8036 212.2106 87.8789 89.9776
4� 4 230.7619 268.9059 150.4781 164.9298 78.4956 81.2346
8� 8 230.5751 239.4447 149.9645 153.2755 77.4294 77.9764

12� 12 230.5554 234.4497 149.8054 151.1732 77.1402 77.3520
16� 16 230.5539 232.7333 149.8054 150.8095 77.1323 77.1323
32� 32 230.5539 231.0932 149.8054 149.7405 77.1323 76.9199

Table 2. Boundary conditions used in the present study.

Boundary condition Edge x � 0; a Edge y � 0; b

Simple support (SSSS) u � v � w � �y � 0 u � v � w � �x � 0
Clamped (CCCC) u � v � w � �x � �y � 0 u � v � w � �x � �y � 0
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4:1c Two-layer antisymmetric cross- and angle-ply square plates: The plate configura-
tions considered so far did not involve material coupling ��i � 0�, therefore the in-plane
and out-of-plane responses were uncoupled. The response was governed by the transverse
displacement and two bending rotations. Therefore, the only non-zero coupling coefficients
in the displacement field were �'s (refer (19) and (21)). However, in the case of anti-
symmetric cross- and angle-ply plates, the in-plane and out-of-plane responses are coupled.
Therefore the �'s in the displacement field equations (18) and (20) are non-zero. These
non-zero �'s allow higher-order in-plane displacement field descriptions and hence help in
accelerating the convergence. The comparison of convergence characteristics of frequency
parameter of such plates obtained using MFE and QUAD4 is presented in tables 6 and 7.
The study once again indicates that MFE performs much better than QUAD4 even for
unsymmetrically laminated plates.

4:2 Large amplitude vibration analysis

The eigenvector corresponding to the fundamental frequency obtained using 8� 8 mesh
over the whole plate is assumed as spatial distribution herein and in the rest of the section to
obtain the linear and nonlinear stiffness coefficients of (24). Nonlinear to linear frequency

Table 6. Comparison of frequency parameter and convergence characteristics of MFE with
QUAD4 elements for two layer anti-symmetric angle-ply [45�=ÿ 45�] square plates with all edges
simply-supported.

�!0 � ��!2
0b4�=�ET t2�

a=t � 100 a=t � 10 a=t � 5

Mesh size MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4

2� 2 250.2426 723.5212 190.2979 304.6229 106.3183 111.0599
4� 4 238.8757 294.5394 173.0777 192.2091 93.6526 95.2542
8� 8 236.0450 247.9208 167.5264 170.9820 89.2614 89.6709

12� 12 235.4093 240.4081 165.9305 167.3103 88.4573 88.6145
16� 16 235.4000 237.8473 165.3000 166.0413 88.3000 88.2421
32� 32 235.4000 235.4107 165.3000 164.8258 88.3000 87.8808

Table 7. Comparison of frequency parameter and convergence characteristics of MFE with
QUAD4 elements for two layer anti-symmetric cross-ply [0�=90�] square plates with all edges
simply-supported.

�!0 � ��!2
0b4�=�ET t2�

a=t � 100 a=t � 10 a=t � 5

Mesh size MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4 MFE QUAD4

2� 2 154.1471 447.0983 120.2477 240.7447 72.7379 101.1085
4� 4 170.3886 219.1110 124.5389 157.2102 73.8057 85.6305
8� 8 176.2747 187.3778 132.4640 140.1335 77.8899 80.2999

12� 12 177.3314 182.1677 134.0895 137.1721 78.3765 79.2986
16� 16 177.3000 180.3877 134.0900 136.1504 78.4000 78.9477
32� 32 177.3000 178.6941 134.0900 135.1743 78.4000 78.6091
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ratios �!=!0� at different amplitudes are computed using the Direct Numerical Integration
Method for various plate configurations.

4:2a Homogeneous isotropic square plates: The variation of nonlinear to linear
frequency ratios �!=!0� with amplitude ratio �Amax=t� for various side to thickness ratios
is plotted in figure 2. The edge conditions considered in this study are (1) all edges simply-
supported, and (2) all edges clamped. The results indicate that frequency increases with
increase in amplitude and decrease in side-to-thickness ratio. Plates with SSSS edge condi-
tions exhibit more nonlinearity than plates with CCCC edge conditions.

4:2b Two-layer cross- and angle-ply plates: The nonlinear stiffness coefficient � in (24)
is zero for the preceding as well as the present study. For isotropic plates, it vanishes since
bending-extension coupling coefficients Bij are zero. However, in the particular case of
square antisymmetric cross-ply and even rectangular antisymmetric angle-ply plates � is
zero. Thus, the governing equation (24) is typically a Duffing's equation, whose solution
can be found by either the perturbation method or the direct numerical integration method.
The mechanical properties of material-II are considered in the studies shown in figures 3
and 4. The study presented in figure 3 indicates that two-layer cross-ply plates with simply-
supported edge conditions exhibit higher nonlinearity compared to two-layer angle-ply
plates.

Similar results for rectangular �a=b � 1:2� two-layer antisymmetric cross- and angle-
ply plates with simply-supported edges are plotted in figure 4. It is seen that for rectan-
gular antisymmetric cross-ply plates, � in (18) does not vanish. Therefore such plates
oscillate with different amplitudes in positive- and negative-deflection half-cycles, while

Figure 2. Variation of frequency ratio with amplitude for square isotropic plates.
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Figure 3. Variation of frequency ratio with amplitude for square simply supported two
layer cross- and angle-ply plates.

Figure 4. Variation of frequency ratio with amplitude for rectangular (a=b � 1:2)
simply supported cross- and angle-ply plates.
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antisymmetric angle-ply plates oscillate with the same amplitude in positive- and negative-
deflection half-cycles.

5. Conclusions

An accurate simple four-node shear flexible composite plate element based on a coupled
displacement field is proposed in this paper for investigating the large amplitude vibration
behaviour of composite plates. The displacement field for the proposed MFE is derived
from equilibrium considerations, and hence not only depends on the element coordinates
but on the material properties as well. The rate of convergence of QUAD4 elements is very
slow when the plate lay-ups are asymmetric or the plate is thin, whereas the proposed MFE
continues to converge faster irrespective of the plate lay-up and the side-to-thickness ratio.
The element employs full Gaussian integration rules for computing stiffness and mass
matrices, and is free from shear locking and any spurious modes. The displacement field of
the MFE changes with lay-up sequence resulting in a non-conforming but highly efficient
and accurate element. The direct numerical integration method employed herein does not
assume temporal variation and yields highly accurate solutions. It is found that rectangular
�a=b 6� 1� antisymmetric cross-ply plates oscillate with different amplitudes in positive-
and negative-deflection half-cycles.
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